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With its eagle soaring high into
the horizon, the Pacific Paint
(BOYSEN) Philippines, Inc. (PPBPI)
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#STEWARDSHIP

The BOYSEN 65th Anniversary Celebration
By Janelle Yap Ong

W

ith its eagle soaring high into the horizon,
members of the Pacific Paint (BOYSEN)
Philippines, Inc. (PPBPI) gather to celebrate
its 65th Anniversary last February 18 at Elements
at The Centris. Like a family reunion, people from
different departments and buildings convened to
catch-up, to get to know each other and to just have fun.
Hosted by Mr. Vergel Dyoco, Technical Service
Manager and Ms. Ochie Suarez, Color Lab and SQE
manager, the event included a line-up of games and
performances from multi-talented representatives
of various offices. Video greetings from online
influencers who are avid BOYSEN supporters also
graced the affair; with Mr. Richard Yap, current
endorser of Titan Superflex Elastomeric Paint,
making a surprise appearance.
Adding meaning to the assembly and giving a
common theme to the different age groups present,
management took turns in sharing their thoughts
and experiences. Next to #WeAreBoysen and #party,
“stewardship” would be the word to summarize the
event. Though conveyed through different words, the
common message for this milestone was that apart
from being the cogs that make the BOYSEN machine
run, each person is a steward of the entity that
manufactures the No. 1 PAINT.
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While everyone’s contribution help maintain
Pacific Paint’s current position in the industry,
reaching the Lion’s Share and becoming
number one was something inherited – a goal
turned into reality and handed down to the
present by the forefathers. As the caretakers
of the company, it is therefore the current
generation’s responsibility to treasure and
develop this gift. Or as Mr. Willy Ong, President
of PPBPI, has phrased nicely, “To take care of
the company that takes care of you”. Like a
shepherd to his sheep, when a person gives
to that which he cares for, the same positivity
and goodness is reciprocated; often in an
expanse more than what he has invested.
While to many, 65 years may be the starting point
of relaxing and slowing down; this is definitely
not the case for the citizens and custodians
of the BOYSEN community. Beyond being an
achievement, 65 years is a motivational point
to continue inspiring one another, to go with
the times, to work as one – to cultivate an even
better and stronger BOYSEN.
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M

ost parking lots and garages will confuse
you. People spent more time walking around
aimlessly searching for their cars than we’d like
to think about. Fortunately, Megaworld Corporation had
put a lot of thought and creativity into their basement
parking area in Uptown Mall, Fort Bonifacio, Taguig.
Now, you just have to remember the artwork painted on the
pillars of the floor and section where your vehicle is parked
making it easier for you to locate your car.
“Art breathes life and personality into cities and Megaworld
townships have already evolved to embrace and champion
this movement, with street art being very prominent
features in Eastwood City, Uptown Bonifacio, McKinley Hill,
and Forbes Town,” said Kevin L. Tan, Megaworld Senior Vice
President and Head of Megaworld Lifestyle Malls.

This is part of the ongoing program
of property giant Megaworld to
integrate urban artworks in its
various township developments in
the country. They want to fuse art and
other installations to promote local
heritage and culture in their lifestyle
malls aside from simply sprucing up
the place. Boysen will always be glad
to be part of an art project like this.
“Megaworld Corporation has been a
valued client of Pacific Paint through
the years,” says Justin C. Ongsue,
Boysen VP for Sales and Operations.
“We are grateful that they have
used our Color Series to bring out
the beauty of a very practical and
functional artwork in Uptown Mall,”
Ongsue adds.

BOYSEN MARKS THE
(PARKING) SPOT!

Boysen Permacoat Semi-Gloss Latex
Paint was used to bring out the
vibrant and eye-catching colors of the
artworks with different themes like
sea creatures, canine, and fruits.

Megaworld’s Clever and Colorful Idea Makes Challenging Car
Searches a Thing of The Past
By Ramil Mendoza
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Uptown Mall is a lifestyle mall at the
Uptown Bonifacio township in the
Northern portion of Fort Bonifacio.
The lifestyle mall is owned and
operated by Megaworld Lifestyle
Malls, a subsidiary of Megaworld
Corporation.
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BOYSEN PAINTS WIN
SUSTAINABLE COMPANY OF
THE YEAR

IN GLOBAL RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS LEADERSHIP
AWARDS 2018

Green Brush

friendly paint as having minimal impact on
the environment, Boysen Paints has gone
one step further and created innovative paint
products that help make the environment
better. Boysen developed unique technologies
like KNOxOUTTM that transformed walls to
air purifiers to reduce air pollution and Cool
ShadesTM that converted roofs into solar
reflectors to reflect more heat into outer
space and prevent it from being trapped by
greenhouse gases.

help mitigate climate change.”
Pacific Paint, which last year was ranked
the 51st largest paint company in the world
and 17th largest in Asia, was also one of the
first companies to have its brands – Boysen,
Virtuoso, Nation, and Titan – receive Lead
Safe® Paint mark under an international
certification program. Boysen Paints is one of
only 2 paint brands in Asia Pacific to win the
Reader’s Digest Trusted Brand Platinum Status
every year since the inception of the award for
paint in 2006.

“KNOxOUT and Cool Shades are empowering
technologies – they give everyone new
ways to address some of our most serious
environmental concerns like air pollution and
climate change.” adds Ongking. “All of us are
contributors to these problems when we use
motor vehicles or consume electricity, but now
we can also be part of the solution by using the
right paint in a smart way.”

P

acific Paint (Boysen) Philippines, Inc.
was awarded Sustainable Company
of the Year at the Global Responsible
Business Leadership Awards 2018 ceremonies
at the Sunway Convention Center in Petaling
Jaya, Malaysia last April 26, 2018. The awards,
which represents the most prestigious form
of recognition for companies globally on
leadership in Corporate Social Responsibility
and Corporate Sustainability, is organized
by the Asia Pacific CSR Council and the
Institute of Sustainability and builds on the
United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals. Its criteria are well-aligned to the
Ten Principles of the United Nations Global
Compact, covering the areas of Environment,
Human Rights, Labor Standards and AntiCorruption, while also recognizing companies

that achieve triple bottom line success.
Aside from Boysen® Paints, Pacita Juan of
Echostore, who was named CEO of the Year,
was the other Filipino awardee. Other awardees
included companies from Bangladesh, China,
Germany, India, Japan, Scotland, Singapore,
Vietnam, and Malaysia.
“It’s a tremendous honor for a Filipino company
to be named Sustainability Company of the
Year,” says Johnson Ongking, Vice President of
Boysen Paints. “We are trying our best to make
Boysen as green as we can, from following the
best environmental practices in our operations
to making products that help enable Filipinos
to play a positive role in becoming solutions to
our environmental problems.”
While most of the world thinks of eco-
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Boysen, a strong supporter of the Philippine
Eagle Foundation, is also the first and only
Filipino paint company to be Responsible
Care® accredited. Responsible Care® is the
chemical industry’s global voluntary initiative
under which companies work to continuously
improve their health, safety and environmental
performance. It was also the first local paint
company to have its manufacturing plant ISO
14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified, signifying
that its environmental, health and safety
management systems comply with the highest
international standards.

The realization of this concept is most vividly
seen with Project EDSA, where Boysen Paints
created large air purifying artworks along
Metro Manila’s busiest and most polluted
roadway, and won top prize at the Cannes
“ACT Responsible Tributes” (Planet category)
in 2014. The company, which recently installed
solar panels to switch their energy usage to
renewable sources, has also teamed up with
the Climate Change Commission in the past to
encourage Filipinos to paint their roofs with
white or light colors to reduce their carbon
footprint and help mitigate climate change.

Its main manufacturing facility, which was
the first zero wastewater paint facility in the
country, also won the Inspirational SME Award
2013 for the category Planet in 2013 from the
CBI, an agency of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Netherlands, and was one of 15
companies in the country to be awarded the
DENR Seal of Approval under Track 1 Category
of the Philippine Environment Partnership
Program. It has also been a Master Awardee of
the Zero Basura Olympics of the DENR and was
recently named Regional Winner in the 2017
DOLE Productivity Olympics and Mother Nature
Awardee of the Pollution Control Association of
the Philippines, Inc. (PCAPI).

“Just as we wear white clothing to keep cool,
white roofs keep homes cooler,” says Ongking.
“That means less energy use for airconditioning,
which translates to more savings and a lower
carbon footprint. For the planet, it also means a
higher albedo, which means more solar energy
is reflected back into space rather than being
trapped by greenhouse gases in our atmosphere.
That’s why converting your roof to a rooflector
is one of the easiest and most practical ways to

11
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BOYSEN LAUNCHES
COLOR TREND 2018
AT SM HOME’S
“IN LIVING COLOR”
By Ramil Mendoza

C

olor continues to be a key
influencer in designing our
living spaces. In response to
this, Boysen Paints recognizes the
need to show more colors in their
collections.
This year marks the fourth edition
of the annual Boysen Color Trend.
Curated and created by colorists,
architects, and designers from all
over the world, Color Trend 2018
highlights a more multi-faceted
color story that broadens the
opportunity for self-expression.
And with its partnership with SM
Home in its Design Series event and
talks, Boysen can bring colors closer
to a diverse range of consumers.
“Based on inquiries we get from
stores and online, more and more
homeowners are looking for new
colors to choose from,” says Justin
C. Ongsue, Boysen vice president.
“That’s why coming up with a yearly
color forecast is needed to help them
design their homes. It’s good that
we have this partnership with SM to
give our costumers the inspiration
on how their space would look like
with the best furnishings from SM

Home, the colors from us, and some
timely advice from the experts,” he
adds.
Last March, SM Home AVP for
Marketing Tom Castañeda got first
dibs on using the colors and worked
with four designers to make four
vignettes at the ground floor of the
SM Makati Concourse (see related
article). “Cohesion is what makes
a design work, and choosing the
right color palette for your design
objective is essential towards
creating cohesive living spaces,”
Tom said.
“The good news is that designers
will always take a client’s color
preference into consideration, and
no matter which hues you’re most
fond of, a great designer can find a
way to make it work.” Tom enthuses,
“And that’s what our In Living Color
series is all about, we’re setting out
to give our customers a sense of how
color plays into designs as a whole,
and helping them find the perfect
palettes for their own spaces,” he
concludes.
There are four themes and 24 colors
in this year’s collection– Be Bold. Be
Seen. Be Here. Be You.
12

BE
BOLD
This color set allows you to step out with
confidence to be in a world that breathes
with opportunities. Being put in a box has
never been your thing. Whatever forms and
patterns there are that surround you, are
of your own making, including your living
space.

13
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The colors give you a
green and sustainable
kind of space you’d like
to live in, when there’s
both a grounding and a
lifting. With both feet
firmly planted on the
ground, you expand and
open to the experiences
that are happening to you
at this moment, without
judgment.

BE
HERE

BE
SEEN
This color palette makes you
incandescent. Show the world your
light. Shine as brightly as you
can. This is your one inimitable
life, so give it your all and step
boldly OUT THERE.

14
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The desire for colorful self-expression
was a key goal for Boysen coming into the
color trend workshop for 2018. The result
shows a bounty of uplifting shades and
feel-good tones. Equally essential
are the neutral or classic shades that
provide balance to the landscape of color
complexity. This mix gives customers the
freedom to experiment with color all year
round without any restrictions.

Its expansive neutrals give the deep
serene blues space to breathe in
and breathe out. Get yourself this
TIMELESS MINIMALIST place of peace
to discern your many experiences
in life, even those that occur at
breakneck speed in this world of
technology.
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Each year the Boysen team goes to the
Nova Color Trend Workshop to create a
new collection for the upcoming season.
Together with other member companies
of Nova Paint Club, the workshop was held
in Toulouse, France under the guidance
of Nacarat, a world-renowned color
design company. The Nova Paint Club is
an international organization founded in
1983 to provide a framework for leading

17

global independent paint companies
to benefit from exchanges of technical
information, technology, colors, and
expertise in all areas of their operations.
While the journey to bring the color
collection here was a long and wellthought out process, getting these paint
colors is very easy. “Boysen Color Trend
2018 is available in more than 400 Boysen
® Mix &amp; Match TM paint mixing
stations nationwide, making it accessible
for both professionals and homeowners to
get the new colors easily,” says Ongsue.
Boysen Color Trend 2018 is available for
mixing in two variants: Permacoat TM
Semi-Gloss Latex for exterior painting
and Virtuoso TM Silk Touch TM matte
finish for interiors.
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BOYSEN KNO X OUT
PARTICIPATES AT
UNEA-3

SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION EXPO

T

he 2017 Sustainable Innovation
Expo is the United Nations
Environment Assembly’s market
place for connecting science to the
solution. It took place last December
4 to 6, 2017 at the UN compound in
Nairobi, Kenya. It aims to provide an
exclusive opportunity for ministers
of environment, heads of UN
Agencies and leaders of the private
sector and civil society organizations
to (1) show the challenges of pollution
through a journey of interactive
story telling using interactive maps
and virtual reality, (2) showcase the
latest innovation and technology
that can tackle these challenges, and
(3) finish in a networking zone where
partnerships for fighting pollution
can be discussed and made.

Sustainable Innovation Expo is an
air-cleaning and self-sanitizing paint
that has an anti-bacterial protection
technology with odor-less and low
VOC feature.
According to The Health Effects
Institute, air pollution is now clearly
recognized as an important global
risk factor for diseases. BOYSEN
KNOxOUT is a proven solution to
lessen air pollution. It is ideal for
areas with high NOx levels, such as
indoor car parks and outdoor houses
and buildings in urban areas.
Boysen vice president Johnson D.
Ongking and company sustainability
leader Engr. Gretchen FontejonEnarle represented the company at
the exposition.

BOYSEN KNOxOUT, which is part
of the solutions exhibit at the 2017

BOYSEN vice president Johnson D. Ongking and
company sustainability leader Gretchen F. Enarle at
the UNEA marketplace in Nairobi, Kenya.
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Featured Product

TURN FLAT TO
FLATTERING WITH BOYSEN
DECORe SANDINO
By Janelle Yap Ong

A

part from the industrial style, another
finish that is trending on social media
and is taking the design world by
storm is the creative and stunning, special
effects. Often used on accent walls, textured
finishes take center stage in both commercial
and domestic interiors as they easily
transform a space with their striking elegance.
Here in the Philippines, our walls were treated
with the same sophisticated depth with the
introduction of BOYSEN DECORe Classic
and BOYSEN Marmorino, which brought the
complex texture of European Masters and the
distinctive finish of Italian Marble, respectively.
This year, from the enchanting quartz of the
Sahara, we bring to you a new addition to the
roster – BOYSEN DECORe Sandino.
Designed to bring the stunning allure of a
desert in your home, BOYSEN DECORe Sandino
is a decorative paint system that exudes the
richness of sand with lustrous accents of
gold and silver. Formulated to be applied on
interior concrete walls, wood and drywalls,
this semi-transparent coat can effortlessly
add sophistication to your existing flat finish
color scheme. Minus the complicated layering
techniques and equipment, breathtaking
feature walls or even ceilings can be created
with effortless brushing.

20

Like the shifting shades of sand dunes, BOYSEN DECORe
Sandino’s gradations of gold and silver provide subtle
and yet dramatic touch of glamour, giving enough room
for other soft colors and simple furnishings.
With Sandino, you can break the limits of ordinary paint
and turn your flat topcoat into textured masterpieces.

21
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The paint colors came from Boysen Color
Trend 2018’s BE HERE Palette with rich
dark shades of violet, green, burnt yellow
complemented with dark grey and a light
marble color. Definitely not a color scheme
that you would associate with something
essentially historical to Cebu, known for its
festive vibrant island atmosphere.

SET IN COLOR 2018: BE
HERE AT THE MAGELLAN’S
CROSS GROUNDS
By Copycarla

The contrast was definitely what made the
set stand out. As droves of devotees came
flocking to the adjacent Sto. Niño Basilica,
some curious souls dared to venture forth and
explore the installation.
At first, nobody wanted to go near the set.
Most were intimidated by the cameras and
were worried that there was a fee to have
their photos taken. But once people started
taking pictures, everyone else followed. What
ensued was a frenzy of people of different
ages, shapes and sizes posing with the set, the
furniture and the props. From grandmothers
to students, everyone wanted a piece of Be
Here’s Set in Color.

H

ow to launch Boysen’s latest
palette trend of paint colors in
Cebu? Create large scale sets in
full color at some of Cebu’s iconic locations
and convergence areas. I mean, why not
right? Go hard or go home and all that. And
speaking of home, this year’s Color Trend
2018 palettes are definitely perfect for your
home, depending on your unique personality.

A couple of favorite shots during the day
included this father and daughter who came
from the Basilica and stopped by for a photo.
They both wore green and matched perfectly
with the color palette. They were all smiles
and the father even set aside his cane for a
proper shot. One college couple were teased
by their friends “Uyyy pre-nup!”.

For this project, the team took their
set, furniture, paints and everything
but the kitchen sink. Wait there was a
kitchen sink actually. The first stop?
The iconic Magellan’s Cross Grounds.

Indeed, one could say that there really were all
types of colorful personalities and individuals
that searing hot Saturday at Magellan’s Cross
Grounds and as the this particular color
palette’s name suggests, they were all happy
to BE HERE.

Quick History Fact: The original Magellan’s
Cross planted by Portuguese and Spanish
explorers in 1521 is encased in the existing
wooden cross to protect it and avoid having
people chipping away at it for souvenirs.
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Cheers to never wasting a moment and living
in the now and a shoutout to all the storytellers
making their mark in the world with their
touch of color.
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THESE SQUARES CLEAN THE AIR
A new air-purifying wall fights urban air pollution in Pasig
Boysen, the Philippines' leading paint brand, has a solution--KNOxOUT,
a revolutionary smog-eating paint. KNOxOUT contains CristalACTiV™
photocatalytic technology that uses ultrafine titanium dioxide to absorb
energy from light and destroy harmful nitrogen oxides in the air. One
square meter of Boysen KNOxOUT painted surface cleans as much
nitrogen oxide as one mature tree.
Boysen and its creative agency, TBWA/SMP effectively turn walls into
trees by using KNOxOUT to paint one-square-meter artworks along
Manila’s busiest and most treeless highways.
The latest mural is along E. Rodriguez Avenue C5, Pasig. The artwork
consists of striking and colorful portraits of rubber ducks, birds, food,
toys, and other objects. But because they were painted with air-cleaning
KNOxOUT paint, each one was, indeed, a tree.
To date, over 6,000 square meters of the city's walls have been painted
using Boysen KNOxOUT. Everyday, the artworks reduce the air pollution
by 20%.

M

anila is one of the world’s most polluted cities, with air pollution
levels above the safety standards set by the Clean Air Act. The
need for more trees has never been greater. However, it takes
more than ten years for one tree to become mature enough to clean the air.
On top of that, there is virtually no more room in the city for trees to grow.
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PACIFIC PAINT (BOYSEN) PHILIPPINES, INC.
292 D. Tuazon Street, 1115 Quezon City
(02) 364 9999
www.boysen.com.ph

